Volume infusion in experimental refractory shock.
The postulated contribution of primary myocardial failure to the pathogenesis of refractoriness of shock to conventional therapy is in direct contradiction to the widely advocated clinical practice of infusion of large volumes of fluid in shock resuscitation. A standard volumes of fluid in shock resuscitation. A standard canine haemorrhagic shock model, in which refractory shock is induced by maintaining an arterial blood pressure of 40 mmHg for 2 h, has been used to assess the effects of volume infusion to maintain a central venous pressure of 0--2 mmHg for a further 2 h and the tolerance of such an infusion by the heart in refractory shock. Fluid infusion ensured significantly better figures for oxygen balance than in those animals where additional fluid was not given, and the volumes required appeared to be well tolerated by the shocked myocardium. Primary myocardial failure does not appear to be a major aetiological factor in refractory shock, and provided that the usual monitoring parameters are recorded, volume infusion remains a major part of shock resuscitation.